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Where Have The Holes Gone? 

Get ready for a major change in your 
electronics repair life as more and more 
manufacturers turn to surface -mounted 
devices (SMD). These parts, with their 
curled connection legs, attach directly to 
a printed- circuit board's foil pattern . . . 

so drilled holes for pushing through com- 
ponent wire leads for soldering on the op- 
posite side aren't needed. 

"So what!" you say? So the SMD leads 
are spaced more closely than conven- 
tional integrated- circuit leads are. So the 
devices themselves can be packed more 
tightly on a pc board, leaving you less 
room to remove and install them. 

In fact, you won't be able to safely re- 
move or install most SMDs with your 
present soldering equipment. You'll re- 
quire new low -watt solder irons! Think 
about it a moment. With SMDs mounted 
on board footprint pads atop the copper 
foil, how can you change all the solder 
connections into a molten state simultan- 
eously to remove the device? It's not as if 

the connections were there in the clear for 
you to apply a solder- iron's removal - 
block tip while pulling upward on the 
component's body on the other side of 
the board. 

What you'll need in order to work on 
SMDs is a clamping -like solder iron much 
like giant tweezers, with an L -tip on one 
end and an inverted -L on the other to heat 
up all SMD connections at once. The tips 
will have to be the proper dimensions, of 
course, but so do spin -tight tool inserts 
for driving different nut sizes. 

Perhaps you think that holeless pc 
boards are just a wild dream or limited to 
some military applications. If you do, 
you're wrong. They're here now in elec- 
tronic entertainment equipment and 
spreading out everywhere else. Estimates 
are that about 50% of components 
shipped within five years will be surface - 
mountable types. (It's said to be at the 5% 
mark at this time.) 

Manufacturers can't afford not to 

change to surface -mounted devices for a 
number of competitive reasons: more 
electronic functions can be put into a 
single package, more packages can be put 
on a pc board, pc -board holes don't have 
to be drilled, and production equipment 
takes up less space. 

The pace to SMDs is quickening as the 
number of components packaged for sur- 
face mounting increases. Automated 
production equipment developers have 
already moved in with about a dozen new 
pick- and -place SMD machines. So have 
makers of reels that can hold thousands 
of SMDs on vinyl carrier tape for blind- 
ingly fast pick- and -place work -to 6,000 
parts per hour! 

Good luck! 
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The Way To Go 

Please keep the emphasis on electronics 
in your "magazine for electronics & com- 
puter enthusiasts." It's not that I'm unin- 
terested in computers (I subscribe to 
micro magazines, have two micros, disk 
and tape drivers, and fiddle with BASIC, 
Pascal, Pilot, assembly language, and 
machine language) but I want broader - 
spectrum editorial coverage too. Now, 
perhaps I can go back to a Number One: 
Modern Electronics. 

Michael M. Meyers 
Montclair, NJ 

I just want to add my own congratula- 
tions to the many you folks must be re- 
ceiving over the recent issues of your 
splendid magazine. Us ordinary people 
out here enjoy doing projects and pur- 
chase much of the equipment advertised 
in such technical publications. The pro- 
jects authored by Anthony J. Caristi are 
to me by far the most useful and well 
thought out. He does not talk down to 
hobbyists, yet spells everything out as if 
he were anticipating snafus and wants the 

hobbyist like me to have the thrill of see- 
ing something really useful come to frui- 
tion. Mims, Lancaster, Hauser, and Feld- 
man are great too, and deserve their 
steadily growing fine reputations. 

Porter C. Holman 
New York, NY 

I was impressed with Fred Blechman's 
review of the Sinclair QL computer. It 
was very fair. He mentions the unit he re- 
viewed was the English version. Some 
changes do exist between the UK and the 
U.S. one. 

I am one of the first to receive the U.S. 
model QL and would like to point out 
some of the changes. First, the U.S. QL 
comes with version 2.00 of all four appli- 
cation programs. With this upgrade, code 
has been compressed and speeded up. 
Secondly, SuperBasic also is the newest 
version. Print VER$ will return the ver- 
sion `code.' With `JS' you get the 
`WHEN' construct along with 25 extra 
SuperBasic keywords to help in identifing 
type of error during error trapping. 

As of this writing I know of two com- 

panies besides Sinclair who carry QL soft- 
ware and hardware in the U.S., including 
disk drives. 

Robert Woodring 
Tonawanda, NY 

Likes Surround Sound 
* Thank you for the article in February's 
Modern Electronics about the "Sur- 
round Sound" enhancer project. Articles 
like this is one reason why I subscribe to 
Modern Electronics. 

M. Smith 
Industry, CA 

Corrections 
A True -rms Adapter (June 1985). Fig. 1: 

delete line connection to OFF (S1B). P. 59: 
change col. I to "half cycle = Vp." Col. 
1- should read "C.F. =1 /')" and fol- 
lowing should read "For a C.F. of 7," the 
error is -1 % and for a C.F. of" last par- 
agraph on box -expressions should have 
square -root sign completed. Parts list: RI 
thru R4 should be metal film; Cl thru C4 
should be rated at 1 kV, 100 V, 50 V and 
10 V, respectively. 
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